Aircraft Cabin Air Conference proceedings: 2017, 2019 & 2021

The GCAQE would like to publicly thank Professor Dieter Scholz and his students at Hamburg University of Applied Sciences for their very significant effort in preparing and uploading the 2017, 2019 and 2021 aircraft cabin air conference proceedings (presentations, abstracts, short papers, papers) in the official European database “Zenodo”: https://zenodo.org/communities/aircraftcabinair

Search in the box under “Recent uploads” by name, title or keyword (or just scroll down).

Professor Scholz and his team have also undertaken a lot of work to ensure the papers and proceedings are listed in various other databases that can be searched globally. E.g.

Google Scholar (Google’s academic search engine):

Worldcat.org (the world’s largest bibliographic database):
2021: https://www.worldcat.org/oclc/1331105078
2019: https://www.worldcat.org/oclc/1245357105
2017: https://www.worldcat.org/oclc/8495397335

TIB (main library for technology in Germany):

DNB (German national library):
2021: https://id.nb.info/1256236647
2019: https://id.nb.info/1229905660
2017: https://id.nb.info/1229930493

... and much more as can be see on “Zenodo” on the right hand margin.

If you are referring to a presentation or paper at “Zenodo”, at best use the professional DOI, e.g.: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5457066

The link seen in the top line of the browser does work, but is not the official reference.